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PULSED BEAM CHOPPER FOR THE PSR AT LAMPF*

J. S. Lunsfurd and R. A. Hardekopf, AT-3, MS H806
1.0s Alamos National I_aboratnry, LOS Alamos, NM 87545
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A traveling-wave beam chopper has been designed
to provide properly structured negative-ion beam to
the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) and other LAMPF users.
The chopper must provide a 20-mrad kick with pulse
ri;e time <5 ns for the 750-keV H- ions in the
injector transport line. Variable pulse lengths from
15 ns to 750 us at repetition rates up to 16.7 MH~
must be generated in synchrcniz~tion with the PSR cir-
culation frequency. Parameter studies led to an opti-
mized design combining good deflection efficiency and
bandwidth with minimtim deleterious effects from plate-
to-plate co~jpllng. Both positive and negative 600-V
pulses, with lengths up to 1 ms and maximum 10% duty
factor, can be generated to drive the deflectors.

Introduction

The Weapons Neutron Research Facility (WNR) pres-
ently receives u fraction of the LAMPF H+ beam, time-
structured for one of two neutron-scattering modes.
Ream :hopping is accomplished in LAMDF’s injector
transport line by a traveling-wave deflector consist-
ing of two helical structures with different Fulsers
for each operational mode.’,z In 1985, when the PSR
becomes ope;-ational, the WNR target will be able to
receive beam either directly from LAMPF or with higher
intensity and better time structure from the PSR. To
provide the grealer flexibility and hiqher duty factor
required, we are developing a new chopping system con-
sisting of high-efficiency deflection structures and
PUISL amplifiers with <5 ns ris? time.

The traveling-wave deflection principle was dis-
cussed in Refs. 1 and 2. A rather long (~1-m) plate Is
needed to provide the 70-mrad deflection required by
beam emittance and transport-line optics. Ths 750-keV
Ions travel at 1.2 cm/ns; thus, to get few-nanosecond
rise times for the chopped beam, the deflecting pulse
lonqitudlnal velocity must be mate’]ed to the beam
velocity. A helix StW.LUtX?, made by wrapping grolln[l
planes with turns of metal tape, has betn used suc-
cessfully for the WNR application but has some linlita-
t,ions that we hope to overcome:

. Turn-to-turn coupling produces precursors to
the main pulse.

. Ceramic stand-offs for hellx turns increase
the coupling effect by introducing disconti -
nuites in the transmission line.

. The deflection efficiency Is poor hecau>e uf
a 35% aspect ratio (tape width d{vided hy
pitch) necessary to reduce coupling to an
acceptable value.

. The copper tape sags with time, causing pulse
distortion,

We compared mea:urernents on the existing helix
structure with calculational models, made parameter
studies of deflection efficiency and bandwidth, and
devised a trore rucqed mechanical structure with better
pulse-propagation characteristics.

Deflector Efficiency Considerations_.— _ .——._. ......—— —.——.

A previous theoretical study’ analyzed the
fr~qll@nCY d?p!?f’Idet7C~ (Jf the helical structure and
other design cr!terla, in~ludinq beam optics. we

begin with this analysis because It elucidates the
important factors in traveling-wave deflector design.
The soluticn to the wave equation iIIrectangular coor-
dinates for the helix geometry may be written as

sin(kzd/2) cosh(k Y)
Ey = cos(kzZ -mt)(+)(~)

kzd/2 * , (1)

where Lwo boundary conditions have been applied:
Ey = V/h adjacent to the tape and Ey ‘ IJ in the
space between windings. Also,

d = width of tape,
L = spacing of tape (pitch),
h = spacing between helix strllctures,
k= wave number for frequency u,
V = potential applied to tape,
Z ❑ dtstance along beam axis, and
Y = distance transverse to Z in deflection plane,

The efficiency on-axis (Y=O) at the position of the
pulse is merely Ey divided by t~,e dc field V/h, or

sin (kzd/2)
Efficiency = (~)

1
-. h 2) (2)

‘zd’2
\0s

Y/

The first term is the aspect ratio, or t+e frac-
tion of deflection strllcture at potential V. The sec-
ond term is the transit-time fact~, which is very
close to 1.0 for our geometry u= very high frequen-
cies (J400 MHz). The third term is the beam-a erturc

&Gfactor, the m~jGr contributor to decrease
~gh-frequency p~lses.

Laboratory Measurements

To evaluate the frequency response of the exist-
ing deflectors, designated He!lx 11,1s2 we constructed
a grounded midplane and field probe. The probe W,TS a
rectangular \trip of copper attached through a hole in
the plane to a high-impedance FET pickup. A network
?nalyzer wls used to measure the frequency response,
detailed in Ref. 4. For actual operating conditions
of Helix II, h is %2,8 cm; for a 200-MHz frequency,
we measured ~0.6 rf efficiency compared with a 0.44
calculated value from the aperture factor,

The aspect-ratio term in Eq. (?), d/k, is not
frequency dependent but for Helix II contributes a
factor of 0.35 to the calculated efficiency. He meas-
ured tl,e field with the same probe but used the low

frequency of 4 FtHz where rf attenuation is negligillle
The measurement was made by applying the 4-Pttizslgn~l
first to the hellx and then to the ground plane. The
results show a 3-d13 attenuation (0.7 ratio) for the
hellx ccmpared to a continuous deflector.

Combininq the results of the two measurements, we
find the total efficiency of Helix II to be 47% om-
pared to a calculated value frcxn Eq, (2) of 15%.

[Ieclros.tatlc Calculation—.— .—_— ____ .

It is not surprisill
1

that measured and calculated
values for the hell,! eff ciency show such a lar ● dis-

icrepancy when onu considers Lhe boundary con itions
imposed to solve the wave tquation tn closed form.
To Improve thr made,l, wc used the code POISSON to
SO}V? the electrostatic problem by nunlt+rfcal integra-
tion, rlguro t shows equil,otent!al llnes calculated



Fig. 1. POISSON calculation of equipotentials for
three segments of Helix 11. The Y-axis is
vertical and the 2-axis is horizontal.

for a step-function voltage applied to a segment of
Helix 11. The \teady-state electric field perpendicu-
lar to the tape (at the left of Fig. 1) is plotted in
Fig. 2. Tl;is calculation shows that Ey on-axis
(Y = 1.6 cm) is a factor of 0.7 of that for a contin-
uous conductor, instead of the factor of 0.35 calcu-
lated at zero frequency from Eq. (2). Furthermore,
this is exactly the 3-dB factor measured with the
field probe. Additional calculations with vari.?tions
of the width d of the segments, their spacing L.,
and th~ir dictance from the ground plane are repre-
sented by the curves in Fig. 3. The mcst important
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Fig. i’. Steady-state electric field calc[ilated for
H:li,~ II with 1000-V applied voltage. POIS.JON
results (curves) are compared to the analyti-
cal c~pression and to a continuous conductor,
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rlq.s. lh~ dc efficiency calculations, POISSON com-
pared to the analytic expre>s!on. The shaded
area is for different pitch pa.’anmtors t.

parameter is still the aspect ratio, d/F., but the
efficiency curves approach the linear approximation
of Eq. (2) only in the continuous-plate limit.

Frequency-Dependent Calculation

If the POISSON result closely reproduces the
measured vaiue for the time-independent electric
field. can a better calculation also be made for the
frequency-dependent terms? Our approach was to
investigate the wave front of Fig. 1 as we varied the
structure’s geometry. Because Eq. (2) indicates the
most important frequency-dependent parameter to be the
spacing l,, we show (Fig. 4) the electric field at the
deflection center line as a function of Z for four
V,llUCS Of h. The slow-wave bandwidth Is calculated
from these figures by taking the difference in Z
between the 10 aod 90% Ey points, converted to rise
time using the beam velocity. The equivalent fre-
quency multiplied by 0.35 gives the defection band-
width to the -3-dB point. For the Helix 11 geometry,
we shoi the results (Fig. 5) along with bandwidth cal-
culated from the aperture factor of Eq. (2) alnd -3-dB
points from the laboratory measurements. We find good
agreement with the measurements and confirm that the
frequency-dependent efficiency is better than the ana-
lytical sGlution predicts. We also confirm the pri-
mary importance of deflector spacing to the helix fre-
quency response because variation of other parameters
had only a minor effect on the calculated bandwidth.

Coax-plate Peslgn

Along wiLl the paralneter studies, we made labora-
tor~ investigations to find d deflecting structure
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that gave better p~lse-propagation characteristics
than Helix 11. A meander line with copper segments on
a high-dielectric substrate was discarded because the
pulse direction on adjacent segments caused magnetic
and electric coupling effects to add in the direction
cf beam prtlpagatiori. A tapped coaxial line was con-
sidered, but capacitive coupling between adjacent
plates resulted in large waveform distortion. These
investigations resl~lted in a structure that uses a
combination of the helix design and coaxfal cable.

Figure 6 is a photograph of what we call the
coax-plate design, which uses flat plates on the
structure’s learn side soldered to and supported by
short lengths of coaxial cable that connect adjacent
plates across the back of the ground plane. The
cables’ lengths are adjusted to match pulse propaga-
tion to beam velocity. The plate width and spacing can
thus be chosen to give the best compromise between
efficiency and couplirg. Because the coaxial cable
pr~vides most of the path length, deleterious effects
from mismatch at the corners, as WCII as coupling
between turns on the structure’s back, are avoided.
The plates’ shape and spacing from the ground plane
dre adjusted empirically, providing 50-0 impedance
with minimum perturbation at the coaxial cable transi-
tion. Individual plate replacement is accomplished
easily without disturbing the rest of the “,tructure.

The plates’ thickness influences plate-to-plate
coupling; therefore, we used 0.4-mm-thick spring steel
for desirable stiffness, copper plated for conducti-
vity, We can thus maximize efficiency by making the
plates 7.9 mm wide OP a lf3.2-mm center-to-center spac-
ing for a 78% aspect ratio and a 9,% calculated dc
efficiency (Iig. 3). The chopper’s handwidth, with an
assumed spacing h of 2.8 cm between deflecting struc-
tures, ism200MHz (Fig.5). This bandwidth Imtrroves
the field characteristics on-axis by accentuating the
500-MHz signals generated by turn-to-turn coupling.
The field measurement of a step-function pulse applied
to a 30-cm-long segment of the coax-plate sLructure is
compared to the input and output pulses on the trans-
mission line in Flo. 7.

Power Amplifiers

Two power amplifiers (positive output and nega-
tive output) with the following characteristics are
required for driving the deflection structures.

Rise and fall times <5 ns
Voltage output into 50!2 >600 V
Pulse width <15 ns to >1 ms
Duty factor 10% maximum
Time jitter <1 11s

An amplifier configuration using planar triodes and
VMOS FETs in a parallel cascode arr~ngement \as chosen
to meet these requirements. The cascode configuration
takes advantage of the low output capacitance and high
voltage-swing capability of the triode and wide band-
width transconductance of the rf VMOS FET.

Figure 8 shows a simplified diagram of the power-
ampllfier and d+flector s.wtem. The amplifiers are
operated on isolat?d decks in order for the deflector
base line to be at ground potential. To produce the
positive drive, the negative tube output it inve:.ted
by a transmission-line transformer, To prevent exces-
sive droop for a l-ins pulse, the ampllfler is isolated
from ground by a low-capacitance isolation transformer
and a fiber-cptic signal link. Figure
pulse respor,se of a power amplifier.
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